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Importance of Communication  

“All warfare is based on deception...”
The Art of War,Sun Tzu―
 

ִמְלָחָמהְּל -ַּתֲעֶׂשה, ִּכי ְבַתְחֻּבלֹות- 
 'כד פסוק ומשלי פרק 
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A Little History 
 Ancient times – Messengers and spies 

 19th centaury – Telegraph lines

 20th centaury (and Today) –Electronic 
communication 
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Electronic Warfare 
 Any type of spying, attacking or defending 

technique using electromagnetic waves

 The radio has started it all

 Nowadays, The cyber warfare advancement 
is comparable to the advancement of E-war
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Attacker’s Side 
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The Guide for the Young Attacker 

 Exploitation – Extract all possible information 
from the enemy’s channel

 Denial of Service – Eliminate enemy’s 
informational channels 

 Deception – Send disguised information to the 
enemy, and make them do as you please
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Types of Communication 
 Getting to know the type of information network 

can help you harm it better

 What kind of communication does the enemy 
have? 
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Two Stationary Bases? 
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Real Time Field 
Communication? 
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Human to Machine or 
Machine to Machine? 
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Exploitation 

 Before you attack , it is important to know 
your enemy’s system and to map it

 Even if you can not read the information sent 
by the enemy you can still gather some 
information out of it
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System Information Gathering 

 Equipment Identification- Signal processing 
can give information about the equipment 
the enemy uses

 Location Finding – with compering the arrival 
time in two different places we can find the 
location of the sender
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Iran Attacks 

Monitor 2 
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Iran Attacks 
Monitor 1: 
128 messages
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System Information Gathering 

 Traffic Analysis – Knowing the amount of 
messages that are sent in a network can give 
you information about it

 Snowball Analysis- Find all the places the 
target contacted and do the same for them 
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Now, 
We are Ready to Attack 
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Cryptanalysis 

 Helps you understand all the content of the 
network (very hard unless there is a weak 
leak in the system)
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Hard-kill 
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Operation 
“Raviv” 



Attack techniques 

 Soft-kill – Denying the enemy’s from using its 
informational channels.

 Jamming – sending a tight radio beam to 
interfere with the enemy’s radio 
communication.
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Jammer
8 Bands GSM DCS 3G 4G-LTE 
 Blocks the signal from antenna to phone

Good for about a radius of some meters

Can’t get any calls and can’t 
call anyone  
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Defender’s Side 
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Encryption 

 Always encrypt your messages!

 Encrypt even not important messages to 
confuse the enemy

 Remember that encryption is not enough
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Constant Broadcasting 

 Always keep a constant flow of pseudo-
random information that will mask your 
messages.
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Change the Infrastructure 

 Optic Fibers – Harder to harm

 Highly Directional Links- Harder to detect and 
jam
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spread spectrum communication 

 Frequency Hopper

 DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum)

 “Spectral Encryption”
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Frequency Hopper 

 Have been developed in WW2

 Spread your message to small parts (better 
when their size is small and random) Send 
them at random times in different frequencies 

 If the hopper is to slow or predictable then , 
the enemy can follow your hopping and jam 
it.
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Frequency Hopper 

 Wide band jamming can partially sabotage 
the informational flow

 Does not protect from location finding

 Technique is used by Bluetooth 
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DSSS 
 Uses a pseudo random “white noise” that 

both the receiver and the sender knows. The 
frequency of the “white noise” is higher than 
the frequency of the message

 Hard to jam

 Technique is used by Bluetooth , and the 
military
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DSSS 

 Technique is used by the military

 It is harder to create this kind of 
communication from the engineering 
perspective due to synchronization problems
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0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
XOR 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
XOR 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 
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Signal Strength 

 We want to hide our location but also to 
outstand jamming 

 So, we the main strategy is to keep the 
communication at low power until the enemy 
starts jamming you, then it is better to 
increase the signal
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Burst communication 

 Sends all the information a rather short time  

 Easy to jam

 If the burst time is low enough it is hard to 
detect
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Meteor Burst 
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Military and Civilians 

 The civil and military communication get 
more and more intertwined

 “Desert Storm”

 GPS

 Internet and “Tor” servers
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Electro-Magnetic Detection 
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RADARs 
Mainly use of electronic warfare (with 

sonar and IR)

 In most cases “electronic attack” is 
referred to jamming these systems
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RADARs 
 There are many types of radars

 The most simple one includes a spinning 
antenna 

 There are radars that can track position, 
speed of objects and their size 
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Becoming “Invisible”
Passive Defense  
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Chaff 
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Decoy 
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Stealth 
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Narco-Submarines 
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Becoming Invisible-Jammers  
 Barrage jamming- jam multiple 

frequencies with noise (weak spot- spread 
the band and the jammer lack the 
energy to jam the all)

 Repeater jamming – gets the signal from 
the radar and returns a stronger one with 
different data (The defending side can 
use jammers and mask the real signal) 
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Next Generation Radars 
 Pulsed Radars- Compressor compresses 

the signal of a radar into a one pulse  

Monopulse- Polarizes two beams of waves 
to slightly different directions and 
measures the return value of both of them
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Passive Radars 
 Instead of using a military transmitter , use 

civilian infrastructure to identify the enemy

 Uses the waves of TV , radio, and cell 
phones waves to detect the enemy
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IFF 
 Identify Friend or Foe

 Used to be protocol actions like saying a 
certain word or arriving at exact time in 
an exact path

 Since WW2 we use radar and transmitters 
for that
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IFF 
 Soviets used coded radio signals on 

certain wavelengths

 NATO used encrypted code for each 
airplane 

 The real problem is allied forces that use 
different identification techniques and 
ground forces
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How to Overcome This? 
 Ground troops use reflectors and when a 

bomber sends a radio signal it return in a 
certain way

 Politics and economics are mostly the reason 
allies are still bombing each other

 The collaboration between the US and NATO 
was so bad, that allies of America in Iraq had 
to paint their rooftops and still US bombers 
blasted them 
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The “Big Guns”
of Electronic Warfare 
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EMP Bomb 
 Very dense and powerful transmitters can 

fry electronics within about under 
hundred meters range.

 The capitalist bomb versus socialist bomb 

 Nuclear weapons create a lot of radiation 
that can fry electronics within hundreds of 
kilometers.  (Sun EMP can do the same 
harm)
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Protection Against EMP  
 Strengthen your circuit (the EMP will 

damage most of the components) 

 For civilians: Extract Betrays from 
electronic equipment you will use (keep it 
always shut) and wrap it a several times in 
tinfoil 
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Cyber War 
What can we infer about cyber war?

 Encryption , side channels

 “Radars”

 IFF
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Cyber War- Future? 

 “EMP Bomb”

Can a cyber attack destroy a country?
Ross Anderson: No!
Daniel Zarakhovsky:  No ,but not for long…
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1900 

 1900- EMP would not have much damage
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The Lonely Wolf 

 An African rebel 
can not jam a 
modern sidelight 
but a bored 
child can hack 
social networks 
and important 
sites 
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Smart Environment 

Maybe now a cyber attack can not bring 
even a city “to its knees” but in the future 
this will be possible 
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Smart World 
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To Sum Up  

 Electronic warfare is much more advanced 
than cyber war and plays a vital part in the 
ongoing arms race of informational warfare

 The progress of the cyber war is similar in to 
the advancement of electronic warfare 

 Their integration is unavoidable in their 
endless arm race
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